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EDITORIAL 
 

WORDS / Jason Kotchoff 
 
CYMS winter has just wrapped up for 2017        
and MUBC managed it’s biggest haul ever       
with 3 Championships, 4 Grand Final MVP’s       
and 3 Runner-Up finishes, wow, what a       
performance. A huge congratulations to all      
involved, it’s been clear that everyone has       
been putting in the work on the training track         
Saturday mornings and it’s paid off here in        
spades. Presentation night on October 14th      

will no doubt be rocking with everybody having something to          
celebrate and we can’t wait to see you there. A special shout out             

to our Grand Final MVP’s who put in some game winning           
performances - Amelia Smith, Richard Sze, Emily Caulfield and         
Matt Hartsuyke. At the end of this edition we also have all the box              
scores where finalists can check in on how much they scored on            
the night. Also, a very heartfelt thank you to departing Big V            
coach Sam Fileccia who is moving on having made an absolutely           
enormous contribution to our women's program. Both our Big V          
teams have season recaps from the coaches and there’s also a           
unigames report from Dom. Don’t forget, Albury tournament is         
right around the corner on November 11-12 and Jen will be           
publishing details soon. See you at presentation night. 

 
 

“Presentation night is my favourite event. It’s a great opportunity to have a drink 
with your teammates and celebrate the end of the season.” 

-James Love- 

 

Presentation Night 
 

 
Don’t forget, Presentation Night is almost 
here. Make sure you don’t miss this. We will 
be awarding MVP medals for all domestic 
and Big V teams (summer and winter) as 
well as presenting several other important 
club awards like the Henry Cooper coaches 
award, most improved male and female, best 
new player, social awards and more. Dress 
code is semi-formal. 
 
 
 

Saturday October 14th, 2017 
7pm 

El Coco, 120 King Street (on the corner of lt collins st) 
$15 entry fee with food and drink inclusions to be announced 
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Player Profiles 
 

 
Priya Serrao 
 
Age: 25 
Started playing basketball: December 2016 
Joined MUBC: 2016 
Singlet number: 20 
Studying: Law 
Best asset:  Team spirit (to compensate for my lack of skills) 
Best basketball memory: The one game that MU7 won this 
season. Due to some miscommunication we got a couple of B 
grade players to play with us. They were guns. Victory was 
sweet. 
Favourite pre-game food:  Nope, can't do food before games.  
Favourite drink at the bar: Gin and tonic  
Best song to dance to?:  Any song from a 90’s boy band - the 
cheesier the better.  
Most embarrassing moment: Developing a bright red rash all 
over my face after a game.  
Favourite MUBC event and why? The Warrnambool 
Tournament. Some of my friends and I signed up thinking there'd 
be a C grade team and "it'd be a good learning experience". 
Note, most of us hadn't played since high school and were quite 
unfit. There was no C grade and we all played multiple games 
against awesome players in a hungover state. We definitely 
learned a hell of a lot that weekend, met some awesome people 
and had a great time!  
 
  
 
James Love  
 
Age: 34 
Started playing basketball: 1990 
Joined MUBC: 2001 
Singlet number: 8 
Vocation: Lawyer 
Best basketball memory: Way back in a game for my high 
school when we won 114 to 18. What made it so memorable was 
that we only had four players, but everything just seemed to click 
and we completely ran away with the game. 
Most embarrassing moment:  That same season we were 
undefeated, and up by 2 points with 5 seconds remaining in the 
last game. I was taking an inbounds pass but couldn't get a clear 
opening, so very shrewdly (I thought) decided that the best thing 
to do would be to bounce it out of bounds off one of the 
defenders, and then have another go at passing it in. Instead I 
got a tech for deliberately throwing the ball at an opponent, he 
sank both the free throws and we drew. We could still claim to be 
undefeated, but it didn't have quite the same ring to it... 
Best asset: On court communication. Although I had to learn to 
curb it when it comes to the refs. (To my teammates: That last 
game doesn't count. That was the tamest tech ever.) 
Why are you still part of the club after 16 years? I enjoy 
catching up with everyone, especially at training. And I've been 
lucky enough to be part of a number of good teams and make 
some great friends over the years. 
Favourite MUBC event and why? Presentation night is my 
favourite. It's a great opportunity to have a drink with your 
teammates and celebrate at the end of the season. 
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CYMS 2017 Winter Grand Final Teams 
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CYMS 2017 Winter Grand Final Results & MVPs 
 

A Ladies (premiers) defeated Breakaway 40-28 *MVP Amelia Smith 
A Men (runners-up) lost to Breakaway 65-83 
AR Men (runners-up) lost to LAM 68-69 * MVP Richard Sze 
B Ladies (premiers) defeated Illusion 35-22 * MVP Emily Caulfield 
C Ladies (runners-up) lost to Witches of Elsternwick 22-24 
C Men (premiers) defeated Flemington Rovers 44-34 * MVP Matt Hartsuyke 
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CYMS 2017 Winter Season Recaps 
 

MU1 Women, A Grade  
SEASON RESULT: PREMIERS, 14 wins, 2 losses 
 
This was a good season. All the girls improved and 
especially Grace who towards the end of the 
season, finished strongly with big some double digit 
games. Overall, a very successful result. We 
finished top of the ladder and comfortably won both finals. AMELIA SMITH 
 
Clockwise from back left: Grace Butcher, Miranda Charlton, Jessica Clarke, 
Jennifer Naughton, Amelia Smith, Kylie Crowley. Absent: Sasha Marmilic, Brodie 
Theodore 

 
 
 
 
 

 
MU1 Men, A Grade  
SEASON RESULT: RUNNERS-UP, 11 
wins, 7 losses, 1 draw 
 
This was a milestone season for the men’s        
firsts where we closed out several      
must-win games in the last few rounds to        
sneak into the finals. These included a rare        
and well-earned victory against Breakaway     
where we weathered a late barrage to get        
over the line by a point and keep our         
season alive. In our semi-final against      
Moonee Ponds we demonstrated our     
firepower blowing them out convincingly     
and in the prelim we knocked off a very         
strong Melbourne Feng Shui outfit, again      
by a point. Unfortunately we were unable       
to bring our best to the final and our         
season was ended by a clinical Breakaway       

performance. In over 30 years of participation in CYMS A grade, MUBC’s firsts have never taken out a men’s championship and alas,                      
this was not the season to break the drought. It was however, our first trip to the A grade final since 2003. The boys can all be very                            
proud of this season in which we exceeded many expectations. JASON KOTCHOFF. 
 
Left to right: Will Taggart, William Burrell, Ben Carmody, Alex Godina, Daniel Leslie, Jason Kotchoff (Captain), Stefan Pomasan,                  
Michael Tranter 
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MU2 Men, AR2 Grade  
SEASON RESULT: RUNNERS-UP, 9 wins, 7 
losses, 1 draw 
 
MU2 had a very successful season and we        
finished second overall. We just got into the        
finals finishing 4th by percentage then had a        
great run winning the next two elimination       
games to make the granny. The run ended        
when we lost by just 3 points however Rich Sze          
was awarded MPV for the game. We had great         
performances over the year from James      
Corbett, Xander Hamilton-Reeves and Arvi     
Montoro. Additionally, Russell George and Ali      
Rezazedeh provided great presence inside the      
paint. Next season the boys will be back and         
hoping to do one better. JAMES SHAW 

Left to Right: Arvi Montero, Campbell Witts, Ali Rezazadeh, Russell George, James Corbett, Xander Hamilton-Reeves, Richard Sze.                 
Absent: James Shaw (Captain), Chi Yin Wong, Samuel Tolomei 
 

 

MU2 Women, A Grade  
SEASON RESULT: 7th, 3 wins, 12 losses 
 
This season marked our team's second time       
playing together in A-grade, and we all found it to          
be an extremely positive experience. The      
competition was fierce, and pushed us hard each        
week. Each of us found that our individual skills, as          
well as our overall team chemistry, improved       
considerably over the course of this season. 
 
I personally loved playing with every member of this         
team, and am incredibly excited for the next season         
to come. HANNAH MURPHY 
 
Left to Right: Damien Murphy (Coach), Bridget 

Walker, Caitlyn Hallett, Joey Rzepisko (fill-in), Rebecca McQuillan, Hannah Murphy. Absent: Jan Wong, Caris Lockhart, Amanda 
Douglass, Sarah Cheong 
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MU3 Men, BM1 Grade  
SEASON RESULT: 5th, 6 wins, 8 
losses 
 
This season brought with it many highs       
and lows for MU3. We were off to an         
inauspicious start, being relegated to B      
Grade after 3 matches. As the team       
started to gel and build momentum the       
wins piled up, but injuries and      
absences took their toll and the team       
fell out of finals contention despite      
some solid team and individual     
performances, finishing fifth.   
Memorable moments included winning    
a match with only 4 players, and a 30         
point win playing full strength team      
basketball. PAUL KOUKOULIAS 
 

Left to right: Stuart Black. Matt Connelly, Kinsey Reeves, Nathan Pearce-Boltec, Brandon Boccola, Clinton Phang, Jack Easton. 
Absent: Paul Koukoulias (Captain), Tom Riley 
 

 

MU3 Women, B Grade  
SEASON RESULT: PREMIERS, 10 
wins, 7 losses 
 
MU3’s season 
started slowly. 
We gained a 
couple of girls 
and lost a couple 
to holidays and a baby. However, once 
everything settled down the season really 
kicked into gear. Our last game was a 
play-off for 4th position which booked us 
a spot in the finals. We went on to play 3 
of our best games of the season, taking 
out the grand final by 14 points. Shout 
out to Em Caulfield for winning MVP in 
the grand final, and Soph Naughton on 
the upcoming birth of her first child. We’ll 

definitely keep a spot open for your return Soph. Fantastic work girls, bring on next season. SARAH CHIAPPA 
 
Back Row left to right: Jessica delaporte, Annika humphreys, Emily caulfield.  
Front row left to right: Sarah chiappa, Laura chiappa, Elizabeth Papapetrou, Sophia naughton, Shirley yang ABSENT: Cecilia Jenson 
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MU4 Men, B1 Grade  
SEASON RESULT: 9th, 2 wins, 10 losses, 2 
draws 
 
MU4 were competitive every game this season       
but struggled to hold the lead in the final         
minutes. Although we didn't get many wins, we        
all improved as the season went on. We had a          
few standout games from Jack Bateman and       
Joshua Findlay where they shot the lights out        
and saw some monster blocks from Alastair       
Scott and Jack Hardy. HEATH GILHAM 
 
Clockwise from back left: Alistair Scott, Jack       
Bateman, Heath Gilham (Captain), Jason Shih,      
Jordan Terrill, Kenta Sawai, Michael Zhao,      
Joshua Findlay 
 
 
 
 

MU4 Women, B1 Grade  
SEASON RESULT: 10th, 2 wins, 11 
losses, 1 draw 
 
This winter season, our team had no two        
players who had ever played with each       
other before. It was challenging and fun at        
the same time. We had a rough start to the          
season with getting used to each other’s       
styles and battling the crisis of player       
shortage. However, after playing with each      
other week after week, our performance      
improved towards the end of the season.       
Despite the losses, we had lots of fun        
playing together and getting to know each       
other and enjoyed the games. And we are        
sure that the next time we play together,        
we will be even better! MITHALI MITHALI 
 
 
Clockwise from back left: Dulma     
Jayamanna, Alba Moncau Muñio, Aileen     

Liu, Mithali Mithali, Eshana Pussegoda, Natasha Bipin Mawjee, Kelsie Faulds. Missing from the photo: Dani Sjogren, Marzia Coslan 
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MU5 Men, CM2 Grade  
SEASON RESULT: PREMIERS, 14 
wins, 3 losses, 1 draw 

 
We have been fortunate to keep our 7        
core players for three consecutive     
seasons and the result shows. The start       
of our season was shaky as we had too         
many consistent players and we only      
started winning convincingly once we     
utilised a roster. There was even a bit of         
drama mid season when there was an       
altercation which ended up in a tribunal       
hearing. In the end, there was not enough        

proof of the accusation and all charges were dropped. It was a roller coaster season but we managed to be placed in pole position at                         
the end of the regular games. 
 
We lost our semi-final as we weren't playing very well and none of our shots were hitting. Being the finals, we did not have a roster,                          
therefore, we didn't know how to rotate 9 players and did not have rhythm for the entire game and lost. 
 
We managed to sort out our substitutions for the second chance preliminary final and played very well and won. Taking the same                      
methodology into the grand final, it was a successful formula and we took out the premiership! 
 
Since this team was formulated, we have had two grand final wins and one runner's up in 3 seasons. More will come. ANDREW LUI 
 
Clockwise from Top Left: James Love, Alessandro Liuti, Adam Carr, Geordie Rudge, Angus Hood, Sam Liao, Matt Hartsuyker, Andrew                   
Lui (Captain), Aiden Turner. Absent: Nick Kent 
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MU5 Women, B2 Grade  
SEASON RESULT: 3rd, 11 wins, 5 
losses, 1 draw 
 
For most of us, this was our first        
season playing with one another and      
we absolutely smashed it. We finished      
the season with only three defeats and       
top of the ladder; we were pumped.       
Unfortunately, the pressure got to us in       
our semi final and we let the       
opposition dictate the terms of the      
match, we lost. Our second chance      
preliminary had us facing up against      
our nemesis from the season. They      
had previously dominated us. We went      

in expecting a thrashing but instead we fought tooth and nail to temporarily overcome a tantalising five point lead they held on us. It                        
wasn’t meant to be but it was an incredible final that we are very proud of. Next season is our season! BROOKE MACNAB 
 
Back row left to right: Natalia Benetti, Brooke Macnab, Elif Sekercioglu, Lily Zheng, Shanelle Perera, Sophia Naughton (coach), Anjali                   
Goundar (coach). Middle row left to right: Claire Woodward, Stephanie Perrott, Huiying Soh. Front: Natasha de Alwis. Absent: Sara Liu  

 

MU6 Men, D2 Grade  
SEASON RESULT: 9th, 3 wins, 11 losses 
 
After finishing runner-up during the summer 
season, big things were expected of MU6 
over winter. However we lost a lot of cattle 
due to promotion and Bernie decided the best 
course of action would be to immediately get 
injured and rule himself out for the season. In 
the end, MU6 experienced a disjointed 
season, however it was pleasing to see all 
the newly promoted team members 
progressively improve over the season 
duration. Here's hoping that summer brings 
better results. JASON BUT 
 
Clockwise from Top Left: Sean Paeglis, Jake 
Williams, Bernard Thompson, Andrew 
Lonsdale, Jason But (Captain), Aochen (Alex) 
Duan, Bowen Liu, Ningyue (Gordon) Wang, 

Jiashu Yang. Absent: Gavin Martins 
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MU6 Women, B2 Grade  
SEASON RESULT: RUNNERS-UP, 12 wins, 
4 losses, 1 draw 
 
The ladies of MU6 were all new members of 
MUBC and came together as a cohesive and 
committed team. Beginning the season in B2 
grade, the MU6 ladies were unexpectedly 
dropped to C after two losses and a thrashing 
by MU5. Keen to prove themselves, MU6 
brought home win after win in C grade in an 
eight game streak. Carrying their B2 losses 
with them, the ladies finished round 18 in 
second place, sending them to the finals. The 
grand final was sure to be challenging with 
their opponents having pipped them twice 
before by tiny margins in hotly contested 
games. As promised, it was a close, 
nerve-racking, exciting game of ball. After 
successfully reining in their opponent’s early 

lead, MU6 couldn’t quite close the gap, ultimately going home with silver, 24 v 22. 
 
The ladies’ success in their first MUBC season was fuelled by continuous improvement and high-scorer, Jacinta McElwee’s determined 
drives, Xu-Radiance Ho’s accurate outside shots, Mai Shibi’s fast breaks, and Jacqui Gilmour’s quick-thinking assists. Forward Terri 
O’Reilly had some stellar intercepts while Chelsea Maron was always ready at low post. Centre Shirley Yu used her height to block 
shots and Liz Martin her strength to win rebounds. Lily Buch, returning from injury, came into her own after moving from forward to 
guard thanks to a Jordan-esque arm span and a tenacious attitude. 
 
The ladies are stoked with second place in a well-played first season. LIZ MARTIN 
 
Left to right: Jacinta McElwee, Shirley Yu, Mai Shibi, Terri O'Reilly, Liz Martin, Xu-Radiance Ho, Chelsea Maron, Jacqui Gilmour. 
Absent: Lily Buch, Michelle Andrews, Charlotte Barmby, Isabella Dowthwaite 
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MU7 Men, E1 Grade  
SEASON RESULT: 14th, 2 wins, 12 
losses 
 
MU7 this season were a team of battlers. 
After losing most of its personnel halfway 
through the season the holes were 
patched with anyone willing to lace them 
up, including people who hadn’t touched 
a basketball in over a decade. Needless 
to say the going was tough with a lot of 
more experienced teams taking getting 
the win over a young team put under 
pressure. After a tough season that will 
marked down as a learning experience 
the team ended the season with a 
notable win against Australian Catholic 
University. In what could only be 
described as a dogfight, tempers flared 
and buckets were hard to come by. With 
MU7 keeping their cool and ACU having 
players ejected, MU7 managed to end 
the season with a narrow 3-point win. 

While it was a tough season for MU7, it was full of lessons on how to win basketball games in adverse situations as well as personal 
development for the players who remained. Credit to the team. NICK WHITE 
 
Left to right: Aaron Chua, Pengxiang Luan, Yidi Han, Bo Li 
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MU7 Women, C Grade  
SEASON RESULT: 11th, 1 win, 15 losses 
 
MU7 started the season with high hopes of 
becoming the big fish in the small C-grade pond 
but alas, with only 1 win in the season, it simply 
wasn’t to be. Despite this disappointing outcome, 
we’ve had a relatively dramatic season with 
injuries, significant improvements in ball-skills and 
even an instance of poaching a player from 
another team! (scandal!)  
 
Each player had something unique to contribute to 
the team each week. We waited in great 
anticipation for Winky’s 3 pointers because they 
appeared at least once in almost every game 
when we least expected it. Vic was forever on 
point with her arms up in defence and her shots 

within the key. Aarthi, by far the tallest in the team, exploited her enviable height as forward and put up some great scoring 
performances throughout the season. Priya contributed valuably with her assists and improved her shooting game quite a bit as the 
season progressed (#humblebrag).  
 
We had twins Mary and Sarah who played a strategically significant role in confusing the opposition when they tried to play man and 
Chantelle who stunned them with her steals. Unfortunately, Mary injured her ankle when subbing in for the B2 team halfway through the 
season and had to sit out for the rest of the season (although she did come to support the team on the sidelines!) Pocket-rocket Ellen 
showed off her ball-skills with her reverse lay-ups and Daisy wow’d the crowd with her strong passes. We managed to poach an 
opposition player’s mum (Gaya) to play for our team during a game – she loved playing with us so much that she then joined the MU7 
team for the remainder of the season, contributing valuably both on court and off court (where she divulged the opposition’s dirty 
tactics). Xiaolu joined us towards the end of the season and helped the team lose by a respectable, as opposed to embarrassing, 
margin in the last couple of games. 
 
Thanks to all the girls for their team spirit and positive attitudes despite our infinitely long losing streak. We will be back to fulfil our 
dream of becoming the big fish next season. PRIYA SERRAO 
 
Clockwise from Top Left: Sarah Nega, Priya Serrao, Aarthi Srikumar, Ellen Gong, Winky Sze, Daisy Dai, Mary Nega, Victoria Carmody. 
ABSENT: Xiaolu Gui, Avril Wang, Ardea Geng, Anjani Singh 
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MU8 Men, E2 Grade  
SEASON RESULT: 5th, 8 wins, 6 
losses 
 
MU8 clearly dominated this season 
and made life really uncomfortable for 
every other team in the division. Sure 
we could have made the finals (had 
we all worn the correct uniforms 
required) but we’re all about style and 
finesse, and we wear what we want to 
because we’re renegades. Midway 
through the season our guards all 
seemed to morph into a bunch of 
rabid pitbulls that wreaked havoc on 
other teams, forcing massive amounts 
of game-winning turnovers and 

devouring weak passes on the regular. From this our confidence grew, and our forwards were soon snatching towering offensive 
boards, making a mockery of well-positioned defenders. Scoring seemed to come from everyone and pinpoint passes to open players 
made the buckets rain. The confidence, skills and positivity of all players grew exponentially, due to their hard work both on and off the 
court as everyone showed so much heart and no one EVER gave up. Every person in this team proved themselves to be a deadset 
legend. MU8 = 10/10 for awesomeness. RICHARD HAYWOOD 
Left to right: Riley O’Connor-Byrne, Richard Haywood (Captain), Calvin Wan, Jean Marc Tang, Evan Lewis, Riki Stauffer 

 

MU9 Men, E2 Grade  
SEASON RESULT: 13th, 3 wins, 10 
losses, 1 draw 
 
MU9 had many talented and skilful 
players this season. We started off a 
bit slow while we were all trying to 
work out how to play with one another. 
About halfway through the season we 
began to get into some form however 
due to the holidays we ran short on 
numbers and quickly lost that form. 
Fortunately due to some additional 
training towards the end of the season 
we were all able to work together and 
play a great final two games. The 
second last game in particular 

perhaps demonstrated the team's growth over this season, with us recording a draw against a team that had beaten us extremely 
comfortably early in the season. MARCUS KARAM 
Left to right: Peter Maricic, Cavin Ganarajah, Kevin Chen, Marcus Karam (Captain), Samuel Nairn, Licheng Wang and Pailai Zhang. 
Absent from photo: Yizhang Bao, Rohan Kannan, Zhengbang Dong 
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CYMS Summer Teams 2017/18 
 

 
 

MEN WOMEN 

MU1 - A Grade 
Jovan Bojanic, William Burrell (Captain), Ben Carmody, Alex 
Godina, Dominic Kumosz, Peter Leckie, Daniel Leslie, James 
O'Connor, William Taggart, Michael Tranter, Jack 
Railton-Woodcock 

MU1 - A Grade 
Miranda Charlton, Grace Butcher, Jessica Clarke, Amelia Smith, 
Katrina Massey, Cassie Wannan, Morgan Forster, Jennifer 
Naughton 
 

MU2 - AR1 Grade 
Richard Sze, James Shaw (Captain), Russell George, James 
Corbett, Chi Yin Wong, Campbell Witts, Samuel Tolomei, Ali 
Rezazadeh, Xander Hamilton-reeves, Arvi Montoro 

MU2 - A Grade 
Hannah Murphy, Rebecca McQuillan, Sarah Cheong, Caitlyn 
Hallett, Amanda Douglass, Bridget Walker, Louise Keck, 
Daphnie Keck 

MU3 - BM1 Grade 
Kinsey Reeves, Stuart Black, Nathan (Noof) Pearce-Boltec, 
Clinton Phang, Brandon Boccola, Paul Koukoulias (Captain), 
Matt Connelly, Jack Hardy 

MU3 - B1 Grade 
Sarah Chiappa, Laura Chiappa, Jessica DelaPorte, Emily 
Caulfield, Elizabeth Papapetrou, Annika Humphreys, Charlotte 
Dawson, Ying-hsi Yang (Shirley), Jan Wong, Caris Lockhart 

MU4 - BM2 Grade 
Samuel Nairn, Jake Williams, Heath Gilham (Captain), Josh 
Findley, Alistair Scott, Jack Bateman, Thomas Kiesewetter, 
Adam Carr 

MU4 - B2 Grade 
Alba Munio, Mithali Mithali, Natasha de Alwis, Natalia Benetti, 
Alannah Jensen, Claire Woodward, Hui Ying Soh, Stephanie 
Perrott, Marina Penalver 

MU5 - CM1 Grade 
Geordie Rudge, Angus Hood, Andrew Lui (Captain), Matt 
Hartsuyker, James Love, Alessandro Liuti, Nick Kent, Aiden 
Turner 

MU5 - C Grade 
Priya Serrao, Elif Sekercioglu, Mai Shibi, Lily Zheng, Jacinta 
McElwee, Paxton McPherson, Ellen Gong, Daisy Dai 

MU6 - DM2 Grade 
Andrew Lonsdale, Bowen Liu, Sean Paeglis, Sam Liao, Gavin 
Martins, Ningyue (Gordon) Wang, Jason But (Captain), Bernie 
Thompson, Leo 

MU6 - C Grade 
Victoria Carmody, Anjani Singh, Gaya Vazirani, Liz Martin, 
Jacquelyn Gilmour, Brooke Macnab, Shanelle Perera, Jaselle 
Adeloju, Yasmin Al Kamil 

MU7 - EM2 Grade 
Bo Li, Hason Holman, Kenley Kolosidhi (Captain), Jack 
Anderson, Tejas Cherukara, Daniel Norbert Schaupp, Tsz Kin 
Calvin Wan, Evan Lewis, Kongpeng Hao 

 

MU8 - EM2 Grade 
Riley O'Connor-Byrne, Stephen Lee, Richard Haywood 
(Captain), Jack Ren, Peter Maricic, Marcus Karam, Pailai Zhang, 
Kevin Chen, Licheng Wang, Sam Chen 
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CYMS Summer 2017/18 
 

Important Dates: 
• Season commences on 8 October 2017 
• Last round of the regular season played on 18 March 2018 
• Finals: 8 April, 15 April, 22 April 
• No games: 

3 December 2017 - Volleyball competition 
28 January 2018 - Australia Day weekend 
11 March 2018 - Labour Day weekend 
25 March 2018 - F1 Grand Prix 
 1 April 2018 - Easter Sunday 

 
Charges and Registration Fees 
Entry costs per player on Sunday Night: $9.50; Spectators: $2 
 
Qualification for Finals 
• Players are required to play 7 games each season to qualify for finals 
• If only 5 players have qualified for finals, CYMS will allow a 6th player to play for the team provided this player has 
played at least 4 games during the season 
• Providing a medical certificate is the only exemption to the 7-game rule, but the player must have played one game 
in the season 
• No new players can be registered in the final four rounds – penalties apply 
• Players can only play ONE game per night and only play for their registered team 
 
Parking 
Free along Canterbury road -or- MSAC uses a pay and display system for parking. Cost is $3.00 for the first hour, additional hours at 
$0.50 each to a maximum of $5.00. MSAC Club Membership is available for $75 per annum, which entitles you to free parking at the 
venue at any time, to a limit of 3 hours per visit as well as other MSAC benefits. 
 
Other Information 
Location: MSAC - Melbourne Sporting and Aquatic Center, 30 Aughtie Drive, South Melbourne 
Ladders, results & fixtures: cymsbasketball.org.au (Each team fixture is also directly linked from the MUBC homepage at: 
melbourneunibasketball.org.au) 
Facebook: facebook.com/cymsbasketball (make sure to ‘like’ this page) 
 
Public transport: Tram Route 
96 (East Brunswick to St Kilda 
Beach) – Stop 129 or Tram 
Route 12 (City to South 
Melbourne/St Kilda) – Stop 131 
(33-42 minute journey from 
Melbourne University) 
 

 
 

MU1 vs Breakaway, 2015/16 
Summer Final 
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VBHBA Thursday’s  Winter 2017 
 

 
 

VBHBA Men, A Grade  
SEASON RESULT: 10th, 5 wins, 14 
losses 
The Thursday night boys had a 
"reasonable" season. Unfortunately, we had 
to deal with numerous injuries, some 
inconsistent numbers, and time lost due to a 
tryout with the Raptors G-League team in 
Toronto. 
    Davro was Mr Reliable anchoring our 
defence and blocking a tonne of shots, 
including a few games where he probably 
got double digit blocks! Age is not slowing 
down the wheels of young Jamie Gorton. 
He had an outstanding season and, as the 
half tonne approaches, his shot is still 
improving - demonstrating you can teach an 
old dog new tricks. Speaking of which, Karl 
learnt how to shoot three pointers this 
season after apparently chucking up 30 
shots a night in his geriatrics team on 
Wednesday nights. Sammy flashed some 
Persian magic as only he can - leaving team 
mates, opponents and referees wondering 

what they witnessed on many occasions. After scaring off some would be players earlier in the season, Smoke admirably filled in many 
times - probably out of guilt mostly! And Raef, well he put up a lot of shots.  
    Recruiting occurred throughout the season, and we go into summer with renewed confidence, numbers and eternal optimism that 
this is going to be our season. RAEF AKEHURST 
 
Left to right: Nick, Sam Amirebrahimi, Raef Akehurst (Captain), David Sullivan, James Gorton, Jason Kotchoff. Absent: Karl Edwards 
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Spartans Tuesdays  Winter 2017 
 

 

Spartans Men, A Grade  
SEASON RESULT: 7th, 5 wins, 10 losses, 
1 draw 
 
After finishing second the season before, 
the old legs of MUBC’s Tuesday night 
A-grade team took a recovery season. Raef 
continued to shoot like a human torch, while 
Fids continues his long-term impersonation 
of the Big Fundamental. Jared continued to 
show everyone his undying love of And1 
mixtapes from days gone by, although as 
with everyone on the team, the transition 
from skip-to-my-lou to walk-slowly-to-my-lou 
is progressing. The team had a number of 

big wins against the best teams in the competition, but will need to be more consistent next season to make it back to finals. PAUL 
MASON 
 
Left to right: Owen Johnson, Jared Fetherstone, Rhys Jacob, Morgan Arundell, James Fidler, Mark Mason, Martin Stockfeld. Absent: 
Paul Mason (Captain), Raef Akehurst 
 
 

Spartans Women, A Grade  
SEASON RESULT: UNAVAILABLE 
Caris Lockhart (Captain), Hannah Murphy 
 

Spartans Women, C Grade  
SEASON RESULT: UNAVAILABLE 
We struggled a bit with numbers with half of our players out with injuries. Thanks to all the people who filled in for us from other grades. 
Even though we didn't have a consistent team, we managed to win a few games throughout the season. JAIMIE LE PAGE 
 
Caitlin McClelland, Jaimie Le Page (Captain), Elif Sekerciouglu, Hannah Murphy, Pia Cole, Isabella Dowthwaite, Chelsea Maron 
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Big V Women, 2017 Season Review 
 

WORDS / Sam Fileccia 
 
Firstly, please forgive my digression. As I       
sit here reflecting on the season and       
contemplating what to write, I can’t help       
the tears welling up and the ache in my         
heart. Every time I try to write, all I can          
hear is Tony Bennett in the back of my         
mind solemnly singing “I left my heart in        
San Francisco”. The reason for these      
floods of emotion is because this could       

be the very last time that I’m a Big V coach, and even more sadly,               
the Melbourne Uni Big V coach. This club has been my second            
home for the last four years and is a special place for me. I have               
been fortunate to meet some great people and make some great           
friends. Unfortunately, next year family commitments won’t allow        
me the time to coach and I felt I needed to step aside for              
someone to come in and give the time that the position requires.            
This team is my family, so having to step down and walk away, is              
difficult and emotional for me. 
  
The main word that can surmise this season is consistency. The           
team could show it could mix it with the best, but lapses hurt us to               

a certain extent. Firstly, our first match was in Warrnambool          
against an unknown Warrnambool team (who ended up winning         
the championship only dropping one game all season). Having         
only 7 or 8 players available to play this first game, we played             
great basketball and had a 13 point lead at 3 quarter time.            
Unfortunately, we ran out of legs and finished 1 point in arrears            
on the final siren. Though we may have not won the game, it was              
evident that this team had lots of heart and character and we            
would be a force to be reckoned with. We went on to win our next               
6 matches convincingly and set ourselves a solid foundation.  
 
Come mid-season, things turned pear shaped and we fell into a           
slump winning 2 of our next 6 games. Losing to Wallan by 6 and              
Blackburn by 3, which were games we should have won, we had            
a chance to reverse the result against Warrnambool during our          
game on Alumni Night. Sadly, the team played without any          
confidence and being 20 points down at the half, we really           
needed to lift ourselves and play for some pride and give the            
spectators some hope. Though we played a much better second          
half, the gap was too big a task to bridge, in the end coming short               
by 14 points.  
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The final third of the season, we won 5 of the remaining 7 games.              
Losing to Craigieburn the day after a great 30 point win against            
North East, and to grand finalists, Wallan by 2 points, with our            
team ravaged by illness and injuries. We didn’t have the best           
preparation going into finals due to players just returning and          
playing with injuries. But as mentioned earlier, this team had          
heart and character and we wanted to go one better than last            
season. 
 
In the elimination final, the girls put on an exhibition in the first             
half, playing some amazing basketball, with only good fortune         
keeping Coburg in the game. The third quarter was an arm           
wrestle as both teams tried to grab the ascendancy. It would all            
come down to a show of strength and stamina in the last to see              
who would take the game. Early fortuitous banked threes at the           
dying seconds of the shot clock saw Coburg gain momentum and           
saw us start to panic and go away from our game plan. Our lead              
was quickly evaporating and we started to struggle to score. After           
keeping Coburg to 41 points for 3 quarters, we allowed them to            
score 25 points in the last quarter, for them to eventually overtake            
us and win the game by 4 points, after we led the entire game.  
 
I truly believe there was only one team that could genuinely have            
challenged Warrnambool for the championship, and that was us.         
Sadly, we didn’t get the opportunity to play them in finals because            
we stumbled in the elimination final. Warrnambool decimated        

Coburg in the semi-final and I can only reflect on what-if’s. What-if            
we won the close games mid-season and not go on a slump?            
What-if we didn’t get injuries and beat Wallan and had second           
spot on the ladder? Though one can think of the hypotheticals,           
the reality is even with all the best plans and intentions, you also             
need good fortune, and that was something we didn’t have this           
season.  
 
In closing, I’d really like to thank my players, past and present.            
You have given me so many great and fond memories. I truly            
hope that the girls can get this elusive championship as they truly            
deserve it. A huge thanks to the committee for their trust, support            
and giving me the opportunity and honor of coaching at this great            
club. A big thank-you to my son Santo for being my assistant for             
the last 2 years. You are an outstanding young man, who did an             
exceptional job and you will be an amazing coach. A big thanks to             
the volunteers and everyone who came to support us or who           
helped in any way. Last, but not least, thank you to the members.             
You are the reason why this club is so great. I hope this is not               
the end and that one day I’ll be back. If not, I’ll have nothing but               
amazing memories from a lot of great people.  
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Big V Men, 2017 Season Review 
 

WORDS / Grantley Bernard 
 
In some regards, this was like the       
Blues Brothers putting the band back      
together. Only it was black and blue,       
and, rather than a mission from God, it        
was a mission to make the Big V        
playoffs, maybe more. 

Putting the band back together      
started in October 2016. The mission      
to make the playoffs was a work in        
progress, and one that ultimately     

succeeded only to end in failure, if that makes sense. 
Coming off a five-win season, the Black Angels needed help           

and it arrived when a bunch of players returned to the club for             
2017: Stefan Pomasan, Nic Masunda, Billy Johns-Teni, Jovan        
Bojanic and, perhaps the man who was the most important factor,           
Liam Norton. 

With those guys added to key returnees like Marc Goodwin,           
Jack Railton-Woodcock, Will Burrell and Peter Leckie, there was         

no reason to think Melbourne Uni could not return to the playoffs,            
and that became our one abiding priority and goal for the season. 

As with any season there were some ups and downs, some            
magic and misfires, some luck both ways, but the main aspect           
was that every player stayed true to his teammates and the           
process we were all so invested in.  
Of 20 games through the season, we were competitive at the very            
least in all 20, showing that Melbourne Uni gained and deserved           
more respect than we had received. In fact, we finished second in            
our conference with a 13-6 record that easily could have (should           
have) been more like 15-4 or even 16-3. 

In putting that 13-6 record together, we beat every team at            
least once with one exception, and that proved to be the           
difference in where and how the season would finish. Chelsea          
turned out to be the team we could not beat, losing once in the              
regular season and once in the playoffs, a knockout game that           
ended 2017 for Melbourne Uni. 
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It turned out that while coaching oracle Lindsay Gaze might           
believe the only two things you absolutely must win are surgery           
and war, you also have to win your knockout playoff games.  

That said, it was a disappointing end to the season, and earlier             
than we would have liked, but it was still a season of            
accomplishment for Melbourne Uni and one of the best teams          
and best group of players I have ever had the pleasure to coach. 

There is no question that Liam Norton – the MU God as he was               
dubbed by one enraptured and enthusiastic member of the         
women’s Big V squad – was the best point guard in the league by              
the length of Swanston St. A veteran of every situation, Norto was            
the man who made our team what it was and kept it together any              
time the wheels looked like getting wobbly. 

Every weekend, Marc Goodwin and Nic Masunda were given          
the toughest defensive assignments and executed them without        
question or hesitation. Added to that was that Masunda – a           
starter in any team across the Big V – accepted his role as sixth              
man, coming off the bench as the difference-maker we all knew           
he could be. 

Then there were guys like Alex Godina, Jack Railton-Woodcock,          
Billy Johns-Teni, Stef Pomasan and Peter Leckie, who we all          
knew were going to turn up, work as hard as possible and do             
exactly what was needed for the team. 

Every player made a contribution this season, regardless of          
how big or how small, no matter how many points they scored,            
how many minutes that played or how many DNPs they          
accumulated. 

We couldn’t have made the playoffs unless everyone bought          
into the program and the culture we have tried to establish. So            

credit to Will Taggart for copping his rookie duties without          
question or complaint, and the same for guys like Jimmy          
O’Connor, Dan Leslie and Ben Carmody as they had to watch           
more games than they played in. 

Special mention to Will Burrell, who combined playing with          
being team manager. Not too many can achieve that double, but           
Boz did while continuing to work diligently at improving his game,           
putting together what may have been his best Big V performance           
in the playoffs. 

The efforts of assistant coaches Jarrod Bridge and Marc          
Goodwin – a man of few words, but great wisdom – were crucial             
to the team’s direction, even if to them it seemed like the coach             
never took any notice. Having extra eyes and input is so           
important to any team and coach. 

Which brings us to 2018 and the fact that another coach will be              
leading the Melbourne Uni men into the Big V season. After two            
seasons, I feel the time is right for me to leave the men in              
reasonable shape and have someone else elevate them to the          
next level. 

The Blues Brothers reunion was for one night only, and maybe            
the Melbourne Uni effort of putting the band back together, in           
some way, was for one season only. But what a season it was,             
bitter-sweet in completing the mission to make the playoffs only to           
go out so quickly. Even then, it is likely Jake and Elwood would             
offer a nod of approval. 
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Uni Games Men, Gold Coast 2017 
 

WORDS / Dominic Kumosz 
 
Game 1 – Deakin University 
The first game of the tournament      
kicked off Monday 25th September     
with Melbourne Uni coming up     
against Deakin. In a tight and      
scrappy affair, the Melbourne boys     
were able to come away with a       
24-17 victory led by William     
Taggart and Joel Rimes, who     
each finished with 8 points. 
 
 

Game 2 – University of Wollongong  
After being knocked out by Wollongong the past two years,          
Melbourne were out to get revenge on a team they have           
struggled to beat. As the saying goes – 3rd times a charm, as our              
boys came away with a comfortable victory 54-39. Joel Rimes          
and William Taggart were again standouts, helped out by Ben          
Charnley who was difficult to guard in transition.  

Game 3 – Bond University 
Coming into the tournament undersized, the boys faced a task          
against one of the tallest teams in the tournament. This game           
went right down to the wire as the Melbourne boys were up by a              
single point with Bond having an opportunity to win with two           
free-throws with 1.6 seconds remaining on the clock. Pressure         
was too much and both free-throws were missed, with Melbourne          
running away victors 47-46. Joel Rimes again leading the charge          
with 16 points, supported by Dominic Kumosz who finished with          
12 points. 
 
Game 4 – University of Western Australia 
Coming up against last year’s winners and top spot on the line in             
the pool phase, the Melbourne boys were set to face their           
toughest opponent yet. The game certainly did not disappoint with          
scores level with 2 minutes remaining. Our boys were able to pull            
away in this tight contest by executing offensively down the          
stretch – with the final score 50-42. Dominic Kumosz led the way            
with 16 points.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clockwise from back left: William     
Taggart, Andrew Cutler, Joel Rimes,     
Oliver Tonks, Michael Tranter ,    
Ben Charnley, Dominic Kumosz,    
Aaron Klos, Lucas Soklevski 
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Game 5 – University of New South Wales 
The Round of 16 saw Melbourne come up against UNSW. It           
was a tightly contested first quarter, but unfortunately, three         
games the previous day saw the Melbourne boys run out of           
legs and were unable to keep up with the fast pace of UNSW             
(who went on to win the tournament), going down 31-43.          
Andrew Cutler did his best, leading the way with 10 points.  
 
Game 6 – Swinburne University of Technology 
Being bundled out of finals, the Melbourne boys had a slow           
start against Swinburne and struggled to contain them inside         
the paint. Down for the majority of the game, they hit the lead             
for the first time with just over a minute remaining and finished            
with a 36-35 win. Aaron Klos single handedly keeping         
Melbourne alive with the first 13 points of the game – finishing            
up with 20 points.  
 
Game 7 – University of Technology Sydney 
This was a game which exemplified exceptional defense. Both         
teams found it difficult to get to finish at the ring. A tight contest              

throughout, the Melbourne boys found themselves in a tied ball          
game with less than a minute to go. Two crucial steals in their             
final two possessions saw the Melbourne boys hold on to win           
29-25. Joel Rimes leading the way with 8 points. 
 
Game 8 – University of Western Australia 
The Melbourne boys found themselves in the Division 2 Grand          
Final after only losing one game to the eventual champions –           
they again faced the University of Western Australia in this          
contest. The first quarter saw Melbourne down 11-9, however         
were able to pull away after this. A good team effort saw our             
boys finish the week coming away 47-27 victors and securing a           
Division 2 gold medal and 9th place overall in Australia. Lukas           
Soklevski led the way with 13 points. 
 
A solid effort by our boys finishing 7-1 for the week in what was              
a very competitive affair across the board. They were able to           
re-qualify for the National Championships in 2018 – which will          
be held on the Gold Coast and boast a 10 team structure. 
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Communications & Social Media 
 

 
You can now get your fix of instant MUBC gratification across a range of mediums: 
 
     Website: melbourneunibasketball.org.au 
     Facebook: facebook.com/melbourneuniversitybasketballclub 
     Instagram: instagram.com/MelbourneUniBasketball 
     YouTube: youtube.com/channel/UCtjTdUQ0XS2hXz-4SzHKsgg  
     Twitter: twitter.com/MUBCBlackAngels 
 
Did you know that our website has a collection of nearly all Dribbling Balls newsletters dating back to 1974 and has club news and                        
photos dating back to 1953? Or that our YouTube channel has footage of every Big V game in high definition from 2016 onward as well                         
as some of our domestic grand finals? 
 
To stay up to date with tournaments and club events like Trivia and Presentation nights, keep an eye out on our Facebook events and                        
to stay dialled with all the visuals in real time, make sure to subscribe to the Instagram feed. 
 
We also have a mailing list for alumni and so if you are not already on it, what are you waiting for? Sign up now by emailing your                            
admission to the list at: social@melbourneunibasketball.org.au 
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CYMS Winter 2017 Grand Final Box Scores 
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